A novel trinucleotide repeat expansion at chromosome 3q26.2 identified by a CAG/CTG repeat expansion detection array.
CAG/CTG repeat expansions cause at least 12 different neurological disorders, and additional disorders of this type probably exist. Using the repeat expansion detection (RED) assay, we identified an expanded CAG/CTG repeat in a 50-year-old woman with an autosomal dominant syndrome with prominent progressive sensory neuropathy. The expansion could not be accounted for by any of the CAG/CTG repeats known to undergo expansion. To identify the locus of the expansion, we created a PCR array to assess the repeat length of all repeats of eight or more CAG or CTG triplets in the human genome. The expansion was localized to a repeat contained in an intron of a Genscan-predicted gene, 185 nt downstream of a predicted exon that is conserved through mouse. The closest experimentally verified gene in the region (TNIK, encoding a serine/threonine kinase) occurs approximately 63 Kb downstream from the repeat. The length of the expansion in the proband is 98 triplets. This repeat is not expanded in the proband's cousin (the only other affected family member for whom DNA is currently available) and no expansions were detected in a set of 230 patients with movement disorders of unknown cause. An expanded allele containing 58 triplets was detected in a single control individual, and no other expansions were detected in a set of 255 controls. The normal repeat length ranges from 5 to 30 triplets, with 8 triplets the most common allele. Our results suggest that this new repeat expansion is probably not the direct cause of the phenotype in the proband. Whether the repeat contributes to the patient's phenotype, or is associated with another phenotype, remains to be determined.